Abstract: We present 14 autoencoders, 15 kernels and 14 multilayer perceptrons for electron micrograph restoration and compression. These have been trained for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and for both (TEM+STEM). TEM autoencoders have been trained for 1×, 4×, 16× and 64× compression, STEM autoencoders for 1×, 4× and 16× compression and TEM+STEM autoencoders for 1×, 2×, 4×, 8×, 16×, 32× and 64× compression. Kernels and multilayer perceptrons have been trained to approximate the denoising effect of the 4× compression autoencoders. Kernels for input sizes of 3, 5, 7, 11 and 15 have been fitted for TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM. TEM multilayer perceptrons have been trained with 1 hidden layer for input sizes of 3, 5 and 7 and with 2 hidden layers for input sizes of 5 and 7. STEM multilayer perceptrons have been trained with 1 hidden layer for input sizes of 3, 5 and 7. TEM+STEM multilayer perceptrons have been trained with 1 hidden layer for input sizes of 3, 5, 7 and 11 and with 2 hidden layers for input sizes of 3 and 7. Our code, example usage and pre-trained models are available at https://github.com/Jeffrey-Ede/ Denoising-Kernels-MLPs-Autoencoders.
Introduction
Many imaging modes in electron microscopy are limited by noise or generate large amounts of data that needs to be compressed. Nevertheless, there has been little development of electron microscopy specific denoising autoencoders, kernels and multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) for image restoration and compression.
In this paper, we present a process to train noise removal kernels and MLPs for specific or general electron microscopy imaging modes. This is done by training denoising autoencoders for domains of interest and then training kernels and MLPs to approximate them. This has a number of advantages over just using an autoencoder, including:
• Lower susceptibility to overfitting as a result of lower capacities.
• Higher computational efficiency.
• Improved resistance to checkerboard artefacts [1] .
We have used our process to train autoencoders, kernels and MLPs for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and for both modes together (TEM+STEM). To be clear, in this paper TEM refers to all electron micrographs created through transmission; rather than rastering, and includes diffraction patterns. Altogether, we present 14 autoencoders, 15 kernels and 14 MLPs for TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM restoration and compression. Autoencoders are presented in section 2. The kernels and MLPs trained to approximate 4× compression autoencoders are presented in section 3. Performances are compared in section 4. Finally, some of our kernels and example applications of each of the denoising autoencoders, kernels and MLPs are provided as an appendix.
Autoencoders
We have trained denoising autoencoders for TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM restoration and compression. These are simple convolution banks that compress images into latent spaces that are a fraction of their original size. These latent spaces can be stored as compressed data or decoded with a denoising effect.
Architecture
Our autoencoder architecture is shown in fig. 1 . Each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalization, then ReLU [2] activation. This is except for the last 2 layers: the second to last layer is not batch normalized and the last layer has no weights, biases, batch normalization or activation.
All our autoencoders encode 20×20×x latent spaces, with 64:x compression ratios. Autoencoders trained for TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM with different latent depths are tabulated in table 1.
Learning Policy
In this subsection, we present our autoencoder training hyperparameters and learning protocol for the learning curves shown in fig. 2 . Loss metric: Our autoencoders were trained to minimize the Huberised[3] mean squared error (MSE), L auto , between their outputs and inputs:
The loss is Huberized to prevent autoencoders from being too disturbed by large errors in the early stages of training. Otherwise, it did not significantly affect training as most MSEs were of the order 10 −1 or less. To make all the 160×160 micrograph crops in our training datasets of similar importance, their minima were subtracted and they were divided by their means. Dividing by means put differences between outputs and inputs on the Architecture of kernels and MLPs with 1 and 2 hidden layers for an input size, w. Kernels weight the input and then fully connect it to the output. MLPs also have additional biases, sigmoid activation, a fully connected layer and weights for each hidden layer. Every weights and biases tensor has w 2 parameters, Fully connected layers connect to w 2 nodes, except for the last which connects to a single node. same scale so that MSEs would be a meaningful loss metric. Minima subtraction was applied to increase the similarity of input intensity distributions, making it easier for the autoencoders to learn. It also removes any systematic intensity offsets that may be present as a result of flat background subtractions being applied as part of some acquisitions.
Optimization: The ADAM solver was used with the parameters recommended in [4] for 60000 batches. The learning rate was quadratically stepped down from η 0 = 0.01 to η = (1 − iter/max iter) 2 η 0 after every 5000 iterations.
Batch normalization: Batch normalization layers from [5] were trained with a decay rate of 0.999 and batch size 32. They are used after every convolutional layer before activation, except before and after the last. Initialization: All weights were Xavier[6] initialized and all biases were zero initialized. The last convolutional layer has no weights or biases.
Kernels and Multilayer Perceptrons
Our latent depth 16 autoencoders have been used to train TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM kernels and MLPs. Many of these have higher computational efficiencies than the autoencoders. Their lower capacities also make them less susceptible to overfitting and checkerboard artefacts[1].
Architecture
Our kernel and MLP architecture is shown in fig. 3 . Kernels weight their input then fully connect it to their outputs. MLPs also have additional biases, sigmoid activation, a fully connected layer and weights for each hidden layer. For a w×w input, every weights and biases tensor has w 2 parameters and hidden layers have w 2 nodes. Our fully trained kernels and MLPs are summarized in table 2.
Learning Policy
In this subsection, we present our kernel and MLP training hyperparameters and learning protocol for the learning curves shown in fig. 4 . Batched training: Sets of kernels and MLPs were trained together and shown training data in the same order. This is why some learning curves look similar. The sets were: TEM kernels, TEM MLPs with 1 hidden layer, TEM MLPs with 2 hidden layers, STEM kernels, STEM MLPs with 1 hidden layer, STEM MLPs with 2 hidden layers, TEM+STEM kernels, TEM+STEM MLPs with 1 hidden layer and TEM+STEM MLPs with 2 hidden layers.
Loss metric: Our kernels and MLPs were trained to minimize MSEs between single d×d crops from TEM, STEM or TEM+STEM images and the respective outputs from latent depth 16 TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM autoencoders. Crop sizes were at least d = w max + 5, where w max is the largest input size, w, in a set of kernels or autoencoders being trained together. To avoid edge artifacts, MSEs were calculated using pixels at least (w − 1)/2 from the edges of the crops.
Optimization: The ADAM solver was used with the parameters recommended in [4] for 10000 batches. The learning rate was quadratically stepped down from η 0 = 0.01 to η = (1 − iter/max iter) 2 η 0 after each iteration.
Activation: All neurons are sigmoid activated.
Initialization: All weights were Xavier[6] initialized. All biases were zero initialized. The last convolutional layer has no weights or biases.
Performance
Autoencoder, kernel and MLP MSE performances for TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM training are summarized in table 3 for comparison. They are for the last 500 training batches of the learning curves in fig. 2 and fig. 4 . The performance of each autoencoder, kernel and MLP for the domain it was trained for is exemplified by figs 5-12 in the appendix.
Autoencoder MSE means and standard deviations are negatively correlated with latent depth and are lowest for either the highest or second highest latent depths we trained. This is a result of larger latent spaces encoding more information, making decoding easier.
Kernel and MLP MSE means and standard deviations are negatively correlated with input sizes and the number of hidden layers (a kernel is a 0 hidden layer MLP). This is a result of kernels and MLPs with higher input sizes and more hidden layers having more trainable parameters. Since their successive layers are fully connected, they have higher capacities and were therefore able to more accurately approximate the 4× compression autoencoders.
STEM MSEs are systematically higher than TEM MSEs, with TEM+STEM MSEs inbetween. In part, this is because local variations in intensity are much higher in STEM images, making them harder to autoencode. This meant that STEM autoencoder learning curves did not plateau in our 60000 batch training schedule, resulting in STEM MSEs being above their convergence limit. Nevertheless, this has not had a large qualitative effect on the ability of kernels and MLPs to restore STEM images, as shown by the examples in the appendix.
Summary
• We have presented TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM denoising autoencoders for a range of compression ratios between 1× and 64×.
• Kernels and MLPs with input sizes between 3 and 15 have been trained approximate the restorations of 4× compression TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM autoencoders.
• Fully trained autoencoders, kernels and MLPs have been made publicly available with example usage: https://github.com/Jeffrey-Ede/ Denoising-Kernels-MLPs-Autoencoders.
• Our autoencoder, kernel and MLP architectures, training hyperparameters and learning protocols are detailed.
• Example applications of all our autoencoders, kernels and MLPs are provided in the appendix. Some kernels are also presented.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we show example applications of each of our kernels, MLPs and autoencoders to the domains they were trained for. These are followed by our 3×3, 5×5, 7×7 and 11×11 kernels for TEM, STEM and TEM+STEM. 
